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57) ABSTRACT 

Surface image data representing a three-dimensional surface 
is extracted from a three-dimensional set of data represent 
ing characteristics of a volume in space (volumetric data) 
that encompasses the surface of an object, so that the surface 
image data can be used to display the surface. The volu 
metric data can comprise any data set in which comparisons 
between data can be used to ascertain points on a surface. In 
one embodiment of the invention, each of the pieces of 
volumetric data represents the intensity of light reflected in 
a particular direction from a point in space on or near the 
surface of an object. For example, the light intensity data can 
represent the intensity of laser light reflected back through 
an optical path of a laser imaging system after the laser light 
has been directed toward the surface of an object such as a 
semiconductor wafer. The surface image data can be used to 
generate a three-dimensional display of the surface, or 
portions of the surface image data can be used to generate 
surface profiles or contours. Additionally, the surface image 
data can be used to generate a surface light intensity map. 

9 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 

A statutory invention registration is not a patent. It has 
the defensive attributes of a patent but does not have the 
enforceable attributes of a patent. No article or adver 
tisement or the like may use the term patent, or any term 
suggestive of a patent, when referring to a statutory 
invention registration. For more specific information on 
the rights associated with a statutory invention registra 
tion see 35 U.S.C. 157. 
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SURFACE EXTRACTION FROMA 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL DATASET 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to the commonly owned, co 
pending U.S. Patent Application entitled "Laser Imaging 
System for Semiconductor Inspection and Defect Analysis,” 
by Bruce W. Worster, Dale E. Crane, Hans J. Hansen, 
Christopher R. Fairley and Ken K. Lee, application Ser. No. 
08/080,014, filed on Jun. 17, 1993 and incorporated by 
reference herein, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,479,252. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office 
patent files or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright 
rights whatsoever. 

1. Field of the Invention 

This invention is related to method and apparatus for 
visually representing a surface that is represented by a 
three-dimensional set of data. 

2. Related Art 

In many types of systems, there is a need to ascertain 
information about one or more physical objects. Conse 
quently, the objects are studied and data regarding the 
objects is obtained. For instance, three-dimensional data 
over a volume in space (volumetric data) can be obtained 
that represents the value of a quantity related to the object. 
In some light imaging systems, such as, for example, a 
confocal laser scanning microscopy system, the intensity of 
reflected light from an object and the object's surroundings 
yields information regarding properties of that object. For 
instance, the intensity of reflected light from points on or 
around the surface of an object is a function of the type of 
material present at the point at which the light is reflected. 

It is desirable to be able to use the volumetric data to 
ascertain various information regarding the volume of space, 
i.e., object, being studied. For example, in the light imaging 
systems, characteristics of the object being imaged that may 
be of interest are the materials present in various regions of 
the object or the location of the surface of the object. 
Consequently, there is a need for methods that use the 
volumetric data to ascertain the desired information regard 
ing the object. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the invention, surface image data represent 
ing a three-dimensional surface is extracted from a three 
dimensional set of data representing characteristics of a 
volume in space (volumetric data) that encompasses the 
surface of an object, so that the surface image data can be 
used to display the surface. The volumetric data can com 
prise any data set in which comparisons between data can be 
used to ascertain points on a surface. 

In one embodiment of the method according to the 
invention, points on the surface of the object are defined to 
be the point in the Z-direction at each XY location at which 
a maximum data value occurs. The volumetric data can be 
of any type, so long as points on the surface are defined by 
the location of the maximum data value in the Z-direction at 
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2 
each XY location. The method is equally applicable if the 
volumetric data is structured such that points on the surface 
of the object are defined to be the point in the Y-direction at 
each XZ location at which a maximum data value occurs, or 
the point in the X-direction at each YZ location at which a 
maximum data value occurs. 

In another embodiment of the invention, each of the 
pieces of volumetric data represents the intensity of light 
reflected in a particular direction from a point in space on or 
near the surface of an object. For example, the light intensity 
data can represent the intensity of laser light reflected back 
through an optical path of a confocal laser imaging system 
after the laser light has been directed toward the surface of 
an object such as a semiconductor wafer. 
The surface image data can be used to generate a three 

dimensional display of the surface, or portions of the surface 
data can be used to generate surface profiles or contours. 
Additionally, the surface image data can be used to generate 
a surface light intensity map. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method according 
to the invention for extracting surface image data represent 
ing a three-dimensional surface from a set of volumetric data 
so that the surface image data can be used to display the 
surface. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a volumetric data 
set for use with the invention. 

FIG. 3A is a view of a display screen including a window 
showing a three-dimensional surface image obtained by 
using the method according to the invention and a surface 
profile obtained by specifying an XZ cut through the surface 
image data. 

FIG. 3B is a view of a display screen including windows 
showing two-dimensional intensity slices obtained by speci 
fying an XY and XZ cut, respectively, through surface image 
data. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a method according 
to another embodiment of the invention for extracting sur 
face image data representing a three-dimensional surface 
from a set of volumetric data so that the Surface image data 
can be used to display the surface. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

According to the invention, surface image data represent 
ing a three-dimensional surface is extracted from a three 
dimensional set of data representing characteristics of a 
volume in space (volumetric data) that encompasses the 
surface of an object, so that the surface image data can be 
used to display the surface. The volumetric data can com 
prise any data set in which comparisons between data can be 
used to ascertain points on a surface. 

In one embodiment of the invention, each of the pieces of 
volumetric data represents the intensity of light reflected in 
a particular direction from a point in space on or near the 
surface of an object. For example, the light intensity data can 
represent the intensity of laser light reflected back through 
an optical path of a confocal laser imaging system after the 
laser light has been directed toward the surface of an object 
such as a semiconductor wafer. Such a system is described 
in commonly owned, co-pending U.S. Patent Application 
entitled "Laser Imaging System for Semiconductor Inspec 
tion and Defect Analysis,” by Bruce W. Worster, Dale E. 
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Crane, Hans J. Hansen, Christopher R. Fairley, Ken K. Lee, 
application Ser. No. 08/080,014, filed on Jun. 17, 1993, the 
pertinent disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,479,252. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a method according 
to the invention for extracting surface image data represent 
ing a three-dimensional surface from a set of volumetric data 
so that the surface image data can be used to display the 
surface. As shown by block 101 in FIG. 1, the volumetric 
data is obtained by any appropriate data acquisition structure 
using any appropriate method. The method will often 
depend upon the data acquisition structure and type of 
surface (e.g., surface of semiconductor wafer) and the type 
of data (e.g., light intensity). In one embodiment, after the 
volumetric data is obtained, the volumetric data is stored as 
an array of data in a non-volatile storage medium such as a 
disk drive, such as is available from Silicon Graphics in 
Mountain View, Calif. as part no. P3-F252. When the 
method according to the invention is to be performed, the 
volumetric data and the array size data are transferred from 
the non-volatile storage medium to a structure for processing 
the data, such as a microprocessor. The data is transferred to 
the structure for processing by a diskette or other media, or 
by communication via a link or network such as Ethernet, 
RS232, etc. Alternatively, the volumetric data and array size 
data can be transferred to a RAM, then accessed from the 
RAM by the structure for processing data. Or, the volumetric 
data can be input to the RAM directly from the data 
acquisition structure, then transferred to the structure for 
processing. 
The volumetric data is stored in a three-dimensional array. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of volumetric data set 
200 for use with the invention. Each data block, e.g., data 
block 204, of volumetric data set 200 represents one piece 
of data. The size of volumetric data set 200 is defined by 
dimensions 201, 202 and 203. The dimensions shown in 
FIG. 2 are merely illustrative; generally, a volumetric data 
set for use with the invention can have any dimensions. For 
instance, the dimensions 201 and 203 can be 256, 512, or 
1024, and the dimension 202 can range from 10 to 128. 

In one embodiment of the invention, each dimension 201, 
202, 203 of volumetric data set 200 corresponds to a spatial 
dimension measured along, for instance, an axis of a Car 
tesian coordinate system, e.g., dimension 201 corresponds to 
the X-axis dimension of the volume of space for which data 
is obtained, dimension203 corresponds to the Y-axis dimen 
sion, and dimension 202 corresponds to the Z-axis dimen 
sions. For example, where the data represents reflected light 
intensities from points on or near the surface, each data 
block, e.g., data block 204, of volumetric data set 200 
represents a reflected light intensity at a particular point in 
space relative to the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. 
In the case, for example, where the data represents the 
intensity of laser light reflected back through an optical path 
of a laser imaging system after the laser light has been 
directed toward the surface of an object such as a semicon 
ductor wafer, the X and Y axes of the Cartesian coordinate 
system define a plane approximately perpendicular to the 
surface on which the wafer is mounted, and the Z axis 
corresponds to the height of the data point with respect to the 
mounting surface. For example, the origin of the Cartesian 
coordinate system may be defined to be at the center of the 
surface on which the wafer is mounted. In that case, each 
piece of volumetric data represents the light intensity at a 
point in space that is defined with respect to the center of the 
wafer mounting surface. 

In volumetric data set 200, the origin is defined to be at 
data block 205, though any data block could have been 
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4 
chosen. Each of the remaining data blocks, e.g., data block 
204, represents a data point taken at a particular distance 
from the origin; the exact distance will be a function of the 
size of the volume for which data is obtained and the number 
of data blocks, e.g., data points, in volumetric data set 200. 

In the embodiment of the method according to the inven 
tion shown in FIG. 1, points on the surface of the object are 
defined to be the point in the Z-direction at each XY location 
at which the maximum data value occurs. In the remainder 
of the description, the data will be assumed to be light 
intensity measurements. It is to be understood that the 
method of the invention is equally applicable when the 
volumetric data is of another type (i.e., something other than 
light intensity), so long as points on the surface are defined 
by the location of the maximum data value in the Z-direction 
at each XY location. Further, the method of the invention is 
equally applicable if the volumetric data is structured such 
that points on the surface of the object are defined to be the 
point in the Y-direction at each XZ location at which the 
maximum data value occurs, or the point in the X-direction 
at each YZ location at which the maximum data value 
OCCS. 

As shown by block 102, after the data, e.g., volumetric 
data set 200, is obtained, the first data point in a column 
(Z-axis) of data is accessed, e.g., data block 205. Each data 
point is a light intensity. Additionally, with each data point 
is associated an XYZ location, the exact location being 
determined as a function of the definition of the origin of the 
coordinate system associated with the physical volume for 
which data was obtained, the size of volumetric data set 200, 
and the size of the physical volume for which data was 
obtained. Thus, four numerical values are associated with 
and stored for each data block, e.g., data block 205, in 
volumetric data set 200: the X, Y and Z coordinates of the 
location of the data point and the intensity value measured 
at the location of the data point. Herein, the data associated 
with the first data pointin each column will be designated Xo 
(X-coordinate location), Yo (Y-coordinate location), Zo 
(Z-coordinate location), and Io (light intensity value). Data 
associated with a generic data point will be designated X, 
Y, Z and I. 
As shown by block 103, after the first data point in the 

column is accessed, the quantity Z is set equal to Zorand 
the quantity I is set equal to Io (i.e., Z, and I are 
"initialized'). Z, and I represent the location of the 
maximum light intensity in a particular column and the 
value of the maximum light intensity in the particular 
column, respectively. It is these values, determined for each 
column of data in volumetric data set 200, that will be used 
to create the three-dimensional display of the surface. 
As shown by block 104, after initializing Zi and I, 

the next data point in the column is accessed. The data 
associated with each data point 'i' is X (X-coordinate 
location), Y (Y-coordinate location), Z (Z-coordinate loca 
tion), and I (light intensity value). Generally, the data can be 
accessed in any order within a column, so long as each data 
point in the column is accessed once and only once. 

After accessing the data at data point 'i', the light intensity 
data, I, at data point 'i' is compared to I, as shown by 
block 105. If I is greater than I, then I is set equal to 
I, and Z is set equal to Z. 
As shown by block 106, after comparing I, to I, a check 

is made for whether the last data point in the column of data 
has been reached. If the last data point in the column has not 
been reached, then, as shown by block 104, a new data point, 
i, is accessed and, as shown by block 105, the light intensity, 
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It is compared to the currently stored maximum light inten 
sity, I. These comparisons continue until each data point 
in the column of data has been compared to I. When all 
data points have been compared to I, a new column of 
data is analyzed, as described below. 

It is to be understood that the columns of data can be 
analyzed, i.e., the method steps described by blocks 102, 
103, 104,105 and 106 applied, in any order. Thus, the first 
column analyzed need not necessarily be located at a corner 
edge of volumetric data set 200, but, rather, can be located 
anywhere within volumetric data set 200. 

If the last data point in a column has been reached, then, 
as shown by block 107, a least squares quadratic curve fit is 
performed, as described in more detail below. The least 
squares curve fit is used to refine the identification of the 
value of the light intensity maximum, I and the location 
of the light intensity maximum, Z. The new values of 
I and Z determined through the least-squares qua 
dratic curve fit are then stored as I and Z. 

It is to be understood that the performance of a least 
squares quadratic curve fit, as shown by block 107, is not a 
necessary part of the method according to the invention. 
Extraction of surface image data from a volumetric data set 
can be performed without performing a least-squares qua 
dratic curve fit. However, the least-squares quadratic curve 
fit is desirable to enhance the accuracy of the surface image 
representation and to smooth out spurious spikes in the data 
that may result from, for example, noise attributable to the 
system which acquired the volumetric data. 
The least-squares quadratic curve fit is applied to each 

column of data points using a subset of the data points in 
each column. After Z, and I are found for each column, 
a set of adjacent data points, centered about the data point at 
which Z, and I occurred, is used to perform a conven 
tional least-squares quadratic curve fit. Any odd number of 
data points can be chosen; in alternative embodiments, 7 and 
15 data points are chosen. The number of data points chosen 
to do the curve fit involves a tradeoff. As the number of 
points increases, the accuracy of the curve fit increases; 
however, the time to perform the curve fit also increases. The 
number of data points used in the least-squares quadratic 
curve fit is pre-specified as part of the method according to 
the invention; the user can not choose this parameter. 

In Some cases, Z, and I can occur for a data point 
("maximum data point”) near the beginning or end of a 
column of data such that insufficient actual data points exist 
on one or the other sides of the maximum data point. For 
example, if 7 points are used in the least-squares quadratic 
curve fit, and the maximum data point is at the end of a 
column, then, while there would be three data points on one 
side of the maximum data point for use in the curve fit, there 
would be not be three data points (in fact, there would be no 
data points) on the other side of the maximum data point for 
use in the curve fit. In such a case, "dummy' data points are 
substituted for the missing data points. The value of light 
intensity for the dummy data points is set equal to the value 
of light intensity at the last (beginning or end) data point in 
the column. In the above example, each dummy data point 
would be assigned a light intensity value equal to the light 
intensity value at the maximum data point. The curve fit then 
proceeds in the normal fashion. 

Generally, each data point in the volumetric data set is 
represented as an 8-bit quantity. All data calculations (e.g., 
a light intensity maximum modified using the least-squares 
quadratic curve fit) are floating point calculations. The result 
of each calculation is, initially, represented as a floating 
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6 
point number, e.g. 32-bit floating point number. In order to 
save data storage capacity, in one embodiment of the inven 
tion, the floating point number is converted back to an 8-bit 
number, thus sacrificing some of the resolution (accuracy) 
inherent in the floating point representation. However, rep 
resenting data as an 8-bit number may not provide adequate 
resolution for some surfaces, e.g., surfaces that are generally 
very flat. 

In an alternative embodiment of the invention, where 
more resolution is necessary or desired, the data can be 
stored as a 32-bit floating point number. Rather than storing 
the result of a calculation, e.g., the light intensity maximum 
resulting from the least-squares quadratic curve fit, as an 
8-bit quantity, as would normally be done, the result of the 
calculation can be left as a floating point number, thus 
increasing the resolution of the light intensity maximums 
found by the method according to the invention. 

After the least-squares quadratic curve fit, as shown by 
block 108, a check is made for whether the last column of 
data has been reached or not. If the last column of data has 
not been reached, then determination of I, and Z for a 
new column of data begins again. The first data point of the 
new column is accessed, as shown by block 102, and the 
method described above is used to determine I and Z 
for the new column of data. 

If the last column of data has been reached, then the 
surface is displayed, as shown by block 109. The set of 
maximum light intensity values and the corresponding set of 
locations of the maximum light intensity values are used to 
create a three-dimensional image representing the surface of 
the object. 
The location of the points on the surface, i.e., the shape of 

the surface, is determined by the stored Z values. The 
surface image can be displayed without color (i.e., only the 
Z data is used), or the surface can be shaded as a function 
of the Z values. The intensity (I) data can be used with 
the Z data to shade (gray-scale) or false color the points 
on the surface, each shade or color representing the type of 
material present at that part of the surface. 

FIG. 3A is a view of a display screen including window 
301 showing a three-dimensional surface image obtained by 
using the method according to the invention. 

In addition to display of a three-dimensional surface, the 
surface data can be used to display either surface contours or 
profiles, i.e., two-dimensional displays viewed perpendicu 
larly to a specified cut through the surface data, e.g., an XY 
cut, an XZ cut, a YZ cut. In FIG. 3A, window 302 shows a 
surface profile obtained by specifying an XZ cut through the 
surface image data. 

Two-dimensional views can also be used to display 
"intensity slices.” FIG. 3B is a view of a display screen 
including windows 311 and 312 showing two-dimensional 
intensity slices obtained by specifying an XY and XZ cut, 
respectively, through the surface image data. 
The surface data can be displayed on any conventional 

computer monitor with graphical capability, preferably a 
system with high resolution 24-bit color graphics. 

After the surface image is displayed, the user, based upon 
a visual inspection of the displayed surface image, decides 
whether or not to apply filtering to the surface image display, 
as shown by block 110. Filtering may be necessary to 
smooth out spikes that result from noise contamination of 
the volumetric data. Filtering would likely be desirable, for 
instance, if there were a large number of spikes in the surface 
image displayed at block 109. If filtering is desired, then 
filtering is applied to the surface image data, as shown by 
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block 111, and as explained in more detail below. After 
filtering, the surface image is displayed again (block 109). 
The user again decides whether or not to apply filtering to 
the surface image display (block 10). The user can choose 
to perform filtering as often as desired. The effect of filtering 
is cumulative so that as the amount of filtering increases the 
image becomes smoother and smoother. Too much filtering 
may result in creating an erroneous surface image display by 
smoothing out actual peaks and valleys on the surface. 
Whenever the user decides not to apply filtering to the 
surface image display, the method ends and the last dis 
played image is the surface image produced by the method. 
The filter used in block 110 is a conventional two 

dimensional low-pass or smoothing filter that performs a 
two dimensional convolution with a 3 by 3 operator. If 
filtering is selected, then filtering is performed over the 
entire surface. The filtering is accomplished by applying a 3 
by 3 matrix to each data point on the surface. The 3 by 3 
matrix used is shown below: 

1 

1 1 

where x is some number greater than 1. The larger x is, the 
less filtering is accomplished. 'x' is a parameter that is 
pre-specified as part of the method according to the inven 
tion; the user cannot select this or any other filtering param 
eter; the user may only choose whether or not to do filtering. 
The value of 'x' is determined empirically so that the filter 
will produce some noticeable smoothing, but not so much 
that actual peaks and valleys are smoothed out. 
The 3 by 3 matrix is centered on each point of the surface, 

in turn. Each value of the matrix multiplies the correspond 
ing light intensity value for the points on the surface 
surrounding the data point being filtered. The sum of these 
multiplications is then divided by the sum of the numbers in 
the filtering array, i.e., 8+x, to arrive at an averaged intensity 
value that is substituted for the measured intensity value of 
the data point being filtered. As noted above, each point on 
the surface is filtered in this way. In order that previously 
filtered data points do not affect the filtering of subsequent 
data points, a temporary array is created to hold the filtered 
values. At the end of filtering, the temporary array replaces 
the original image data. 
At the edges and corners of the display, where actual light 

intensity values do not exist for use with the filtering matrix, 
“dummy' data points are substituted. The dummy values are 
set equal to the light intensity value of the nearest adjacent 
actual data point, and filtering is performed as described 
above. 

Alternatively, as also noted above, the three-dimensional 
data can be successively obtained sets of two-dimensional 
data that, together, form a three-dimensional data set. Each 
two-dimensional set of data is of the same size (i.e., the same 
numbers of rows and columns) and each piece of data in 
each of the two-dimensional sets of data has a corresponding 
piece of data in each of the other two-dimensional sets of 
data. In this case, the method according to the invention is 
modified slightly from the block diagram shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a method according 
to another embodiment of the invention for extracting sur 
face image data representing a three-dimensional surface 
from a set of volumetric data so that the surface image data 
can be used to display the surface. As in the embodiment 
described with respect to FIG. 1, the method according to 
this embodiment of the invention is applied to an existing 
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8 
three-dimensional set of data that is stored on a non-volatile 
storage medium or temporary storage such as a RAM. 
As shown by block 401, the volumetric data is obtained 

by any appropriate method, as described above with respect 
to FIG. 1, and stored in a three-dimensional array as shown 
in FIG. 2. The volumetric data being used by methods 
described with respect to FIGS. 1 and 4 is the same. 
As shown by block 402, after the data, e.g., volumetric 

data set 200, is obtained, rather than accessing the first data 
point in a column, as in FIG. 1, a two-dimensional set of data 
(XY data) is accessed. Hereafter, the data associated with 
each data point in the two-dimensional set of data is desig 
nated generally as X (X-coordinate location), Y (Y-co 
ordinate location), Z (Z-coordinate location), and I, 
(light intensity value). In the simple case where data in the 
Z direction are spaced regularly by a scaling factor, then Z, 
is equal to n times the scaling factor. 
As shown by block 403, after the first two-dimensional set 

of data is accessed, as shown by block 402, the quantities 
Zia are set equal to Zoi and the quantities Inai are set 
equal to Ioil (i.e., Znai and Inai are "initialized). Zinai 
and I represent the locations of the maximum light 
intensity in each column and the value of the maximum light 
intensity in each column, respectively, i.e., the values that 
will be used to create the three-dimensional display of the 
surface. 
As shown by block 404, after initializing Zi and 

the next two-dimensional set of data is accessed. 
As shown by block 405, after accessing the data at the 

data points 'n', the light intensity data, I, at data points 
'n' are compared to the I, values. If I is greater than 
Imaxii, then I is set equal to I, and Z is set equal 
to Zn 
As shown by block 406, after comparing I, to I, a 

check is made for whether the last two-dimensional set of 
data has been reached. If the last two-dimensional set of data 
has not been reached, then, as shown by block 404, a new 
set of data points, nij, is accessed and, as shown by block 
405, the light intensity values, I are compared to the 
currently stored maximum light intensity values, I 
These comparisons continue until each two-dimensional set 
of data has been compared to the I values. 

It is to be understood that the two-dimensional sets of data 
can be analyzed, i.e., the method steps described by blocks 
402, 403, 404, 405 and 406 applied, in any order. Thus, the 
first two-dimensional set of data analyzed need not neces 
sarily be located at the top or bottom of volumetric data set 
200, but, rather, can be located anywhere within volumetric 
data set 200. Further, successive two-dimensional sets of 
data need not necessarily be adjacent each other in space. 
As shown by block 407, when all two-dimensional sets of 

data have been compared to the L values, a least-squares 
quadratic curve fit is performed to modify the Z, and 
In values, as shown by block 407. A least-squares 
quadratic curve fit is performed on each column of data, 
exactly as with respect to FIG. 1. The newly determined 
values of Ina and Za determined through the least 
squares quadratic curve fit are then stored as I, and 
Za. As with the method of FIG. 1, it is to be understood 
that the performance of a least-squares quadratic curve fit, as 
shown by block 407, is not a necessary part of the method 
according to the invention, but is desirable to enhance the 
accuracy of the surface image representation and to smooth 
out spurious spikes in the data. 

After the least-squares quadratic curve fit, the surface is 
displayed, as shown by block 408. After the surface image 
is displayed, the user decides whether or not to apply 

I 
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filtering to the surface image display, as shown by block 409. 
If filtering is desired, then filtering is applied to the surface 
image data, as shown by block 410. The display and filtering 
are the same as described above with respect to FIG.1. After 
filtering, the surface image is displayed again (block 409). 
The user again decides whether or not to apply filtering to 
the surface image display (block 410). As above, the user 
can choose to perform filtering as often as desired. When 
ever the user decides not to apply filtering to the surface 
image display, the method ends and the last displayed image 
is the surface image produced by the method. 
The method according to the invention can be imple 

mented with any appropriate structure. For example, the 
method according to the invention can generally be imple 
mented by any computer acting together with a compatible 
data acquisition system. In one embodiment, the method 
according to the invention is implemented on a computer 
made by Silicon Graphics in Mountain View, Calif. and 
available as part no. SGI XS24Z, using data obtained by a 
laser imaging system as described in commonly owned, 
co-pending U.S. Patent Application entitled "Laser Imaging 

0 

5 

20 

10 
System for Semiconductor Inspection and Defect Analysis,” 
by Bruce W. Worster, Dale E. Crane, Hans J. Hansen, 
Christopher R. Fairley and Ken K. Lee, application Ser. No. 
08/080,014, filed on Jun. 17, 1993, the pertinent disclosure 
of which is hereby incorporated by reference, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,479,252. 

If the method according to the invention is implemented 
on a computer, the method can be represented in any suitable 
computer code. In one embodiment according to the inven 
tion, the method is represented in computer code written in 
the C language. Appendix A is a computer code listing 
embodying the method according to the invention described 
with respect to FIG. 4 and is herein incorporated by refer 
CCC. 

Various embodiments of the invention have been 
described. The descriptions are intended to be illustrative, 
and not limiting. Thus, it will be apparent to one skilled in 
the art that certain modifications may be made to the 
invention as described without departing from the scope of 
the claims set out below. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Computer Code Listing of 

a Method for Extracting a Surface Image 

from a Three-Dimensional Data Set 

1993 by Ultrapointe Corp. unpublished 

63S4. 
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APPENDIX A 

finclude <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
finclude Ktime.h> 
#include <X11/Intrinsic.h> / k TRUE / FALSE k/ 
finclude <gl/gl.h> /k matrix *f 
?kiinclude "semaphor.h" */ 
#include "uv util.h" 
if include "wfrfile. h" 
#include 'uv data.h" 
#include "uv file.h" 
#include "uvconfig. h" 
#include "gx.h" 
include "surface. h" 
#define PC VOLTAILER LENG 10 / * unsigned int Data Time; 

short Zres; 
short ZoomEactor; 
short ScanMode; 
*/ 

#define MAX LINE LENG 1024 
it define DEFAULT Z 127 
static float fNormal Back) = { 0, 1, 0}; /* unit vector 

pointing back k/ 
static float fNormalFront) = { 0, -1, 0}; f * unit vector 

pointing front k / 
static float fMormal Right () = { 1, 0, 0}; 
static float fNormalLeft) = ( -1, 0, 0}; 
static int Get3Lines ( BYTE irbBuff, BYTE * *bineo, BYTE 

* kbLine1l, BYTE k kb|Line2, 
int iX, int iY, int iVIndex ); 

static int surSmoothSurface ( int iXDim, int iYDin, BYTE 
#bPtr); 

static int surquadCurveFit ( BYTE kbPtro, BYTE kbPtr1, BYTE 
#bPtr2, BYTE kbPtr3, BYTE kbPtr-4, BYTE kbZPtr, 
int iSize, int Threshold); 

static int GetNormal2 ( float kn, BYTE * DataArray, BYTE 
* DataPtr2, int iX); 

static BOOL surreadAsciiSurfaceFile (SURFACE WIN PARMS 
*Surf Parms, FILE k Fptr) ; 

static BOOL surTransferSurf File2Surf Parms ( 
BINARY SURFACE FILE *Surf File, SURFACE WIN PARMS 

k Surf Parms ); 
static int surhistogram (int k Histogram, BYTE * Intensity, 

int iSize) ; 
static int surlinearinterpolate ( int iLoZ, int iHiZ int 

iLodX, int ihidX) ; 
static BYTE surnterpolate ( int XDim, int. YDim, int iX, 

int iY, BYTE * ZLine, BYTE kILine); 
static BOOL surcomputemax ( BYTE kPtrD, BYTE *PtrN, BYTE 

*Ptr-Z, BYTE kPtrMin, int iSize, BYTE ZVal, int 
i2Start) ; 

6334. 
June 17, 1993 
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static BOOL surboThreshold ( BYTE kPtrz, BYTE *PtrN, BYTE 
kPtrMin, int iSize, int. Threshold); 

static BOOL surEnhanceSurface ( SURFACE WIN PARMS 
*Surf Parms); 

static BOOL surPeakFit ( VOLUME DATA * VolData, int XDim, 
int YDim, int ZDim, SURFACE WIN PARMS k Surf Parms); 

extern int sur Read InNewData ( SURFACE WIN PARMS 
*Surf Parms, FILE kFptr) 
{ 
int iXlocal, iy local, i2local, iSize; 
BOOL rt = FALSE; 
UVDATA TYPE epaType; 
IMAGE DATA SPEC *Img Spec; /* filename, dim, date */ 
UV FILE HEADER Header; 

fk 'WO' replaces \n' k / 
eDaType = fi CheckFile:Signature ( Fptr, 

Header. Signature); 
ImgSpec = & (Surf Parms->Img Spec); 
switch ( eDaType) 

{ 
case eSurf DataType: 

case eBinSurf DataType: 
rt = sur ReadUVSurfaceFile ( Surf Parms, 

Fptr, eDaType); 
if ( rt == TRUE) 

{ 
iSize = ImgSpec->iXDim k 
ImgSpec->iYDim; 
sur Fill NormalArray ( 

Surf Parms->DataArray, 
Surf Parms->NormalArray, 
ImgSpec->iXDim, 
ImgSpec->iYDim); 

memcpy ( 
Surf Parms->Working Intensity, 
Surf Parms->Intensity, 
iSize) ; 

} 
break; 
case eUndefined: 

f* old volume file. Historic interest k/ 

65314 

iXlocal = 
fi Intel ShortSwap (Header. SHeader (O) 
iYlocal = 
fi IntelShortSwap (Header. sHeader(1)) 
iZlocal = 
fi Intel ShortSwap (Header. sheader (2) 
iSize = ix.local k iYlocal ; 
if ( iSize < MAX ARRAY SIZE) 

sur GenerateNonFitted Surface ( 
Fptr, NULL, ix.local 
iYlocal, i2local, Surf Parms, 

June 17, 1993 
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O) ; 
ImgSpec->iXDim = iXlocal; 
ImgSpec->iYDim = i Ylocal; 
IngSpec->iZDim 

5 127 : iZlocal; 
surEnhanceSurface ( Surf Parms); 
memcpy ( 

Surf Parms->Working Intensity, 
Surf Parms->Intensity, 

O iSize) ; 
sur Fill NormalArray ( 

Surf Parms->DataArray, 
Surf Parms->NormalArray, 
iXlocal, iy local) ; 

15 Surfparms->ActualThres = 
Surf Parms->Threshold; 
Surfparms->bernanced 
Surf Parms->benhance; 
Surf Parms->b2Fitted 

2O Surf Parms->b2CurFit; 
rt = TRUE; 

break; 
} 

25 return rit; 
} 

* convert stored Volume data into surface data 
kr rest key test k . . . . . . . . . . k kykes rekke kit ke Ark ek k 

30 k/ 
extern int sur Vol ToSur (GLOBAL DATA * UVData, 

SURFACE WIN_PARMS *Surfparms) 
{ 
int rt=FALSE, iSize; 

35 IMAGE DATA SPEC kImg Spec; /* filename, dim, date */ 
VOLUME DATA kVolData = & (UVData->VolData); ImgSpec = &VolData->Img Spec; 
iSize = ImgSpec->iXDim k ImgSpec->iYDim ; 
if ( iSize < MAX ARRAY SIZE) 

4 O 
Surf Parms->Threshold WolData->Threshold; 
Surf Parras->benhance Wol Data->bEnchance; 
Surf Parms->bZCurFit = Vol. Data->bZCurFit; 
memcpy ( &Surf Parms-> Img Spec, Img Spec, 

45 sizeof (IMAGE DATA SPEC) ); 
sur GenerateNon Fitted Surface (NULL, VolData, ImgSpec->iXDim, Img Spec->iYDin, 

Img Spec->iZDim , Surf Parms, O); 
surEnhanceSurface ( Surf Parms); 

5 O memcpy ( Surf Parms->Working Intensity, 
Surf Parms->Intensity, iSize) ; 

sur FillNormalArray ( Surf Parms->DataArray, 
Surf Parms->NormalArray, 

6334 
June 17, 1993 
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ImgSpec->iXDim, Img Spec->iYDim); 
Surf Farms->Actual Thres = Surf Parms->Threshold; 
Surf Paris->Enhanced Surf Parms->bEnhance; 
Surf Parms->bZFitted Surf Parms->bZCurFit; 

5 rt = TRUE; 

return rt; 

10 k read data file from disk, 
k uv signature already been striped 

lett kett et kee esses seek is set 

k/ 
15 extern BOOL sur ReadUVSurfaceFile (SURFACE WIN PARMS 

*Surf Parms, FILE *Fptr, UVDATA TYPE eDataType) 

BOOL rt = FALSE; 
BINARY SURFACE FILE Surf File; 

20 int iSize ; 
switch (edataType) 

case eBinSurf Data Type: 
fread ( &Surf File, 1, sizeof ( Surf File), Fptr) ; 

25 surTransferSurf File2Surf Parms ( 
& Surf File, Surf Parms ); 

iSize = Surf Parms->ImgSpec. iXDim k 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. iYDim; 

if ( iSize < MAX ARRAY SIZE) 
30 

fread ( Surf Parms->DataArray, 1, 
iSize, Fptr) ; 

fread ( Surf Parms->Intensity, 1 iSize, Fptr) ; 
rt = TRUE; 

35 } 
else 
Surf Parms->IngSpec. ixDim = 0; 
break; 

case eSurf DataType: 
40 rt = surread AsciiSurfaceFile ( 

Surf Parms, Fptr) ; 
break 

return rt; 
45 

A k k k + k k k k kikkk is kie k k k k is kit is k is kie k is see Jek rest k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
* read olf ascii surface file 
rere kei set 

#f 
50 static BOOL surReadAsciisurfaceFile (SURFACE WIN PARMS 

*Surf Parms, FILE k Fptr) 
{ 
IMAGE DATA SPEC * IngSpec; /* filename, dim, date k/ 

5334 
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char chBuff (MAX TEXT LINE); 
char chTitle (MAX TEXT LINE), chValue (MAX TEXT LINE); 
float fValue; 
BOOL rt = FALSE; 
Ing Spec = & Surf Parms->Img Spec; 
Img Spec->iXDim = 0; 
Img Spec->iYDim = 0; 
Img Spec->iZDim = 0; 
Img Spec->fXRes = 40. O; 
IngSpec->fYRes = 40. O; 
Img Spec->f ZRes = 25. O; 
IngSpec->Data Time = 0; 
while ( fi GetTitleAndValueString ( Fptr., chTitle, 

chValue) == TRUE) 
*value = atof ( chValue) ; 
if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE COMMENT1) == 0) 

{ 

else if stricmp ( chTitle, FILE COMMENT2) == 0) 

else if ( stricmp ( chTitle, FILE DIM X) == 0) 
ingspec->ixDin = (int) fValue; 

else it strcmp ( chTitle, FILE DIM Y) == 0) 
ingspac->iydin = (int) fValue; 

else is stricmp ( chTitle, FILE DIM Z) == 0) 
ingspec->izdin = (int) fValue; 

else is stromp ( chTitle, FILE RES X) == 0) 
ingspec-rxres = fValue ; 

else if strcrap ( chTitle, FILE RES Y) == 0) 
Ingspie-tyres = fValue; 

else is stricmp ( chTitle, FILE RES Z) == 0) 
ingspec-tzres = fValue ; 

se is strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX THRESHOLD) == 

Surf Parms->Threshold = (int) fValue; 
Surf Parms->ActualThres = (int) fValue; 

else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX ENCHANCED) == 

3514 
June 17, 1993 
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O) 
y 

Surf Parms->benhanced= (int) fValue; 
Surf Parms->bEnhance = (int) fValue; 

5 
else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX ZFITTED) == 0) 

{ 
Surf Parms->bZCurFit a (int) fValue; 
Surf Parms->bZFitted = (int) fValue; 

O 
A k 
else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX AZIMUTH) == 0) 

SurfParms->Azimuth = (int) fValue; 
15 } 

else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX ROTATE) == 0) 
{ 
Surf Parms->Rotate = (int) fValue; 
} 

20 k/ 
else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX VIEW DIST) 

Surf Parms->ZoomSpec Surf Parms->ZoomIndex. D 
25 istance = (int) fValue; 

else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX ZVALUES) ==O) 

if ( (int) fValue < MAX ARRAY SIZE ) 
3O { 

fread ( Surf Parms->DataArray, 1, 
(int) fValue, Fptr) ; 

rt = TRUE; 
} 

35 } 
else if ( strcmp ( chTitle, FILE GX IVALUES) ==O) 

Y 

if ( (int) fValue < MAX ARRAY SIZE ) 
40 fread ( Surf Parms->Intensity, l, 

(int) fValue, Fptr); 

} 

45 if ( (IngSpec->iXDim k IngSpec->iYDim) > 
MAX ARRAY SIZE ) 

{ 
ImgSpec->iXDim =0; 
rt = FALSE; 

50 
return rt; 

/kkk kirk k + k is kick k + k k + k k k . . k ek k k . . . . . k . . . ek k . . . . . . . . 

63314 
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* generate surface based on simple maximum intensity 
* for volume data already in ram: 

i2Start specifies computation starts at i2Start. 

extern BOOL sur GenerateNonFitted Surface (FILE 
*Fptr, VOLUME DATA kVolData , 

int XDim, int YDin, int ZDin, 
SURFACE WIN PARMS k Surf Parms, int 

i2Start) 
{ 
BYTE kbptr, IP tr; 
BYTE kDa Array; f* intensity, maximum k/ 
BYTE MinArray; A * intensity, minimum */ 
BYTE NeArray; A k intensity of current slice 
Jef 

SSA 

BYTE * ZArray, k Ptr-Z, ZVal; /* Z, corresponding to max 
intensity k / 
int ji, ZIndex, iSize Threshold, NumRead; 
BOOL, rt = FALSE, bDone = FALSE; 

bpt = Surf Parms->DataArray; 
Pter = Surf Parms->Intensity; 

Threshold = Surf Parms->Threshold; 
iSize = XDim k YDim; 
DaArray = (BYTE k}XtMalloc ( iSize ); 
ZArray = (BYTE *) XtMalloc ( iSize ); 
NeArray = (BYTE *) XtMalloc ( iSize ); 
MinArray = (BYTE *) XtMalloc ( iSize) ; 
if ( Daarray & & ZArray & & NeArray & & MinArray & & ZDin 
) 

rt = TRUE; 
NumRead = i Size; 
if ( Fptr) 

{ 
for ( 2Wall = 0; ZVal K iZStart & & NumRead == 

iSize; ZVal++) 
NumRead = fread ( NeArray, 1 iSize, Fptr) ; 
} 

for ( ZVal = i2Start, ZIndex = i ZStart; 
ZIndex < 2Dim & & NumRead == i Size; ZIndex++, 
ZVal++) 

if ( Fptr) 
NumRead = fread ( Nearray, , iSize, Fptr) ; 

else 
memcpy ( NeArray, & (Vol Data->VolByte ZIndex 

* iSize), iSize) ; 
if ( NumRead == i Size ) 

surcomputemax ( DaArray, NeArray, 
ZArray, Minarray, iSize, ZVal, 
iZStart ); 

June 17, 1993 
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if ( Fptr) 

if ( NumRead == i Size ) 
NumRead = fread ( NeArray, 1 iSize, 
Fptr) ; 

sur FillPCVol Tailer ( &Surfparms->IngSpec, 
NeArray, NumRead); 

} 
At threshold turned off 9/1/92 

surDoThreshold ( ZArray, DaArray, MinArray, iSize, 
Threshold); 
k/ 

mencpy ( bPtr, ZArray, iSize) ; 
memcpy ( IPtr, DaArray, iSize) ; 

if ( Daarray ) XtFree (DaArray ); 
if ( 2Array ) XtFree ( ZArray ) ; 
if ( NeArray ) XtFree (NeArray ) ; 
if ( MinArray ) XtFree (MinArray ) ; 
if ( Fptr == NULL) 

surPeakFit ( WolData, XDim, YDim, ZDim, SurfParms) ; 
return (rt); 

f k elek ek k + k it k k k k + k k k + k k.k k k ki k k + k it k k k k k k k . . k k + k it k . . k.k k k k 
* extract info from end of PC volume data 
* LocoTime = localtime ( &ImgSpec->Data Time) ; 
* fprintf( stderr, "193d, 3d, 4d, ", LocoTime->tm year, 

LocoTime->tm mon, Locorime->tin mday); 
kee lee eer set ester ree see erect see ele 

k/ 
extern BOOL sur FillPCVolTailer ( IMAGE DATA SPEC kImgSpec, 

BYTE kBPtr, int NumByte) 

BOOL rt = FALSE; 
int iTime; 
short Sl, S2; 
struct tra kLocoTime; 
UV conFIG *pCfg = Cfg. GetLockRdConfig (); 

if ( Numbyte == PC VOLTAILER LENG ) 
{ 
iTime = k ( (int k) (&BPtro) ); 
Img Spec->DataTime = fi IntellintSwap (iTime); 
S1 = k ( (short k) (&BPtr4) ); 
S1 = fi IntellShortSwap (S1); 
if ( Sl < 1) S1= 1; 
Img Spec->f ZRes = pCfg->Confocal Spec. ZResol k 
Sl; 

S1 * ( (short k) (&BPtr 6) ) ; 
S. fi Intel ShortSwap (S1); 

8:5314 
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*bLine0 = & (bBuff iYIndex 1 * iXJ) ; 
bLine1 = & (bBuff iYIndex sk iX); 
bLine2 = & (bBuff iYIndex1 + ix)); 
return i; 

5 } 
A k is is k + k + k k is k + k is k + k k.k k k + k + k + k + k + k l k . . . . . . k leksekkk is k + k ek k l k 

* find the normal vector from the gradient of current 
and last point 

10 * Data array is assumed to be drawn as ( see gx. c. ) 

* 
2 ----e. A - - - - - 6 a -s are an or 8 - - - - - O - - - 2 next line 

k B W D \ F : \ H . . . . 
15 k \ \ } \ } \, : . . . 

* : A \, : C \ } E \, : G \ 
-- a was 3 - - - - - 5 - - - - - 7 - - - - - - 9 - - - 1 current 

line 
k ie: 

20 k loop: 
n ( normal Vector at 1) 
v (l) 
n ( normal vector at 2) 
v (2) 

25 k endloop 

* normal vector is the cross product of the 2 delta 
vector: Dzx, Dzy 
* ie n () = (1, 0, dizX ) x ( 0, 1, dizy) 

3 O 2 3 1. 2 3 
x1. x2 x3 e 1. O d2x 

* y1 y2 y3 O dzy 

* no = x2 k y3 - x3 ky2 = - dzx; 
35 k n1 = x3 + y 1 - x1 ky3 = - dzy; 

* n2 = x1 + y2 - x2 ky1 = ; 

ree see let k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

*/ 
40 A k . . . . . . . k it k . . . . . . . . . . . . k + k + k is kke k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k 

* there are two normal vector for each point, because 
there are 2 triangles 
* per data point, ie for Data point di?k 

45 D+1, k-) ----- Dj+1, k 
k \ 
* f \ V B 
* : A W 
* W 

50 k W 
* Dj, k-1 ----- > - Dj,k DataPtr2 

GetNormal () calc the normal vector for A, 

633 
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* fill normal array, extra row for the front face 
risk kr Ark kreek it is krker kekkk it k . . . . . 

5 extern int sur Fill NormalArray ( BYTE kDataArray, 

O 

5 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

FLOAT VECTOR *NormalArray, int iXDim, int iYDim) 
{ 
FLOAT VECTOR kfvNPtr, kfvTmpNPtr; 
BYTE kDataPtr, kDataPtr2; 
BYTE kEmpty Row; 
int j, iX, iY; 
EmptyRow = (BYTE *)xtMalloc (MAX LINE LENG); 
for ( ji=0, DataPtr = Empty Row; j < MAX LINE LENG; j++) 

#DataPtr---- = 0; 
for (iY = -1; iY < iYDim; iY++ ) 

f k extra one row to mask the frontk/ 
fwnPitr = &NormalArray (iY+1) k (iXDim + 
iXDim) ; 

k/ 

6334 

if (iY >= (i.YDim -1) ) 
{ 
for (iX=0; iX < (iXDim +iXDim); iX++) 

memcpy ( frvNPtriX). faxis, 
fNormalFront, sizeof ( fNormalFront) ); 

else 

{ 
if ( iY < 0) 

{ 
for (iX=0; iX < (iXDim +iXDim); iX++) 

memcpy ( frvNPtriX). faxis, 
fNormal Back, 
sizeof (fNormalBack) ) ; 

DataPtr = Empty Row; 
DataPtr2 = DataArray; 

else 

DataPtr = & DataArray iY k iXDim; 

DataPtr2 = & DataArray (iY +1) k 
iXDim ; 
memcpy ( frvNPtr----, fNormal Left sizeof ( 

FLOAT VECTOR ) ); 
memcpy ( frvNPtr----, fNormalLeft sizeof ( 

FLOAT VECTOR ) ); 

for (iX=1; iX < (iXDim ); iX++) 
{ 
GetNormal2 ( frvNPtr->faxis, 

DataPtr, DataPtr2 iX ); 

June 17, 1993 
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fvNPtr----; 
GetNormal ( frvNPtr->faxis, 

DataPtr, DataPtr2, iX ); 
fvNPtr----; 

5 

XtEree ( EmptyRow) ; 
O return (TRUE) ; 

f : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k-k 
transfer binary surface file format to surface 

parameter 

5 is kits k ek k + k + k k + k + k . . k + k . . . . . . . k k + k k + k + k k k + k k k k + k kk k + k + k is kk. k. 
s/ 

static BOOL surTransferSurf File2SurfParms ( 
BINARY SURFACE FILE k surf File, SURFACE WIN PARMS 
*Surf Parms ) 

20 { 
WIN ZOOM SPEC kZSpec; 
BOOL rt = FALSE; 
if ( Surf Fille & & Surf Parms ) 

25 ZSpec = & (Surf Parms->ZoomSpec 
Surf Parms->ZoomIndex); 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. ixDim 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. iYDim. 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. i2Dim 

3 O Surf Parms->ImgSpec. fXRes 
SurfParms->ImgSpec. fYRes 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. f ZRes 
Surf Parms->ImgSpec. Data Time 
Surf File->Data Time; 

Surf File->iXDim 
Surf File->iYDim 
Surf File->iZDim 
Surf File->fxRes 
Surf File->fyRes 
Surf File->f ZRes 

35 f k 
Surf Parms->Azimuth 
Surf Parms->Rotate 

Surf File->iAzimuth; 
Surf File->iRotate; 

*/ 
ZSpec->Distance 

40 2Spec->XLeft 
ZSpec->YBot 
Surf arms->YStart 
rt = TRUE; 

45 return rt; 
} 

Surf File->iViewDist; 
Surf File->iZoomLeft; 
Surf File->iZoom.Bot ; 
Surf File->iDispYEnd; 

f k + k kick k + k + k k + k k k + k k k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k . . . . 
*least square curve fit to a quadratic form: 
* y = a (x+x) +bx + c 

50 * algorithm to solve for a, b, c in the least sq sense 
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} 
return TRUE; 

f : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k + k + k + k + k . . k + k k + k + k + k is k k k + k k 
5 k compute and do the threholding on Z. I array 

kit kirk k . . . . . . kerk ke k . . . . . kirk kitsk kk. k. 

# / 
static BOOL surDoThreshold ( BYTE kPtrz, BYTE kPtrN, BYTE 

*PtrMin, int iSize, int. Threshold) 
10 { 

int j; 
for ( ji=0; j< iSize; j++, Ptr2++, PtrN++, PtrMin-k+) 

{ 
if ( (*PtrN < 128) & & ( kPtrN - kPtrMin) < 

15 Threshold ) 

*Ptr2 = 0; 
sk Ptrn = 0; 
} 

20 
return TRUE; 

--- 
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I claim: 
1. A method for constructing an image of a surface from 

a volumetric set of signals representing data value numbers, 
the volumetric set described by a Cartesian coordinate 
system having X, Y, and Z axes such that each number has 
a unique location, the volumetric set comprising at least one 
linear set of signals representing data value numbers 
arranged parallel to the Z axis, the method comprising the 
steps of: 

generating, for each linear set of signals, a first signal 
representing a maximum data value number and a 
second signal representing a location of the maximum 
data value number, thereby producing a set of signals 
representing maximum data value numbers and a set of 
signals representing maximum-number locations, the 
step of generating comprising the steps of: 

comparing a third signal in the linear set to a fourth signal 
in the linear set to determine which of the third and 
fourth signals represents a greater data value number, 

storing the one of said third and fourth signals represent 
ing the greater data value number as said first signal 
representing a maximum number for the linear set and 
storing the location associated with the one of said third 
and fourth signals representing the greater data value 
number as said second signal representing a maximum 
number location for the linear set, and 

for each signal in the linear set other than the third and 
fourth signals, 
comparing the signal to the first signal to 

determine which of the signal and the first 
signal represents a greater data value number; 

storing the one of said signal and said 
first signal as the new first signal and storing 
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the signal representing the one of said signal 
and said first signal as said second signal; and 
creating the image using the set of signals representing 
maximum data value numbers and the set of signals 
representing maximum-number locations. 

2. A method as in claim 1, wherein the image is a 
three-dimensional display of the surface. 

3. A method as in claim 1, wherein each of the numbers 
represents the intensity of light reflected in a particular 
direction from a point on or near the surface. 

4. A method as in claim 3, wherein the reflected light is 
sensed by a confocal laser imaging system. 

5. A method as in claim 3, wherein the surface is the 
surface of a semiconductor wafer. 

6. A method as in claim 1, further comprising, for each 
linear set, the step of performing a least squares curve fit to 
obtain a modified maximum data value number for the linear 
Set. 

7. A method as in claim 6, wherein each least squares 
curve fit to obtain a modified maximum data value number 
is performed using (i) the signal representing the maximum 
number of the linear set, (ii) a first plurality of actual or 
dummy numbers adjacent to the location of the signal 
representing the maximum number and in the linear set, and 
(iii) a second plurality of actual or dummy numbers adjacent 
to the location of the maximum data value number and in the 
linear set. 

8. A method as in claim 1, further comprising the step of 
filtering each of the maximum data value numbers to reduce 
the effect of noise on the image. 

9. A method as in claim 8, wherein the step of filtering 
further comprises performing a two-dimensional convolu 
tion with a 3 by 3 operator. 

ck k k 


